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Editorial 

Recently I had a chance to re-read the first 30 issues of the BJRP. These issues covered the period 1946-1962, 
just about the first third of the BJRP's existence. I was struck by the fact that the earliest issues contained many 
queries : "I've found this cover/postmark/stamp and I can't quite figure out what it is, can anyone help?". From 
a 1994 vantage point many of these questions seem simple, sometimes even naive, but at the time they presented 
genuine puzzles to the BSRP members. 
By asking such questions, by trying to figure out what was what, by going through the literature, comparing 
collections, asking fellow collectors and so forth, many (by no means all) of such riddles of Russian philately 
could be solved by these pioneering authors, and their answers can be found in the pages of subsequent issues of 
the BJRP, Rossica, Yamshchik and the other journals. 
The result is that now, in 1994, someone starting out in Russian philately can get an excellent general knowledge 
of Russian philately by going through the back issues of these journals, issue by issue. Add to that the 
availability of some good handbooks on certain subjects (Imperial Russian postmarks, censor markings, many 
Civil War stamp issues) and a beginning collector in 1994 is in a vastly better position that his counterpart in 
1946. 

Those first 30 issues basically represent the period during which the basic structures of Russian philately were 
unearthed. Sadly, many of those pioneering authors are no longer with us, but I'm relieved to say that quite a 
few still are, and some of them are still producing articles (Hint! Hint!). We owe them a debt of gratitude that is 
difficult to overestimate. They asked many questions, and went out and dug up the answers to them. We benefit 
from their exertions every day. 

Thus endeth the lesson. In this issue, an odd mixture of subjects indeed. A proposed article on the Ukrainian 
provisionals of 1992-1994 has been postponed to next issue in order to check some of the details more carefully. 
A pity, but it is hoped the extra delay will benefit the end product. 
It has recently been pointed out in certain American publications that the BJRP is pretty thin these days, with 
issues of 48 and 52 pages. That is true, but irrelevant. The recent switch to computer-produced layouts has had 
an unexpected side-effect : we are now able to get more words onto one page than before. As a result, an article 
will now take up fewer pages than before, hence the slight apparent drop in content: less air! However, let me 
assure you that nothing would please me more than editing another 72-page issue, or even another 100-plus page 
issue, so your contributions are, as usual, eagerly invited. 
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Siberian postmarks - some new discoveries 

P. E. Robinson 

The second (1990) edition of my book Siberia: Postmarks and Postal History of the Russian Empire Period 
contained details of 2169 postmarks, but these were used at less than half of the post offices that existed in 

Siberia in tsarist times, and it was clear that many postmarks remained to be recorded. Although post offices in 
remote areas often handled very little mail, none of which may have survived, postmarks had not been recorded 
from some larger places in Central Siberia. Thanks to the continued help of people in many countries, about 200 
more postmarks have been recorded since the book was published, and readers may like to know about some of 

the more interesting ones that have come to light. 

Siberian postmarks of the 'straight-line' type, as often used at post stations are rare, and it is pleasing to be able 
to record the one shown in fig.I, used at Kabansk and dated 16 June 1875. 

The single-ring postmarks with serifed lettering and an ornament at the base, introduced in the 1860s are well 
known, and a number of Siberian examples have been recorded, though most of them are very scarce. Figs. 2, 3 
and 4 show newly-recorded marks from Berezov, Eniseisk and Kurgan respectively. A number of Siberian 
postmarks of this type remain to be recorded, notably those from Biisk, Kuznetsk, Mariinsk, Nizheudinsk and 
Okhotsk. They must be out there somewhere! A slightly later postmark of Kuznetsk is shown in fig.S. 

Postmarks from offices in remote places are of course difficult to find, and until now, a double-ring postmark 

from Aleksandrovsk (Dekastri) had not been recorded, but an example is shown in fig.6. This office was situated 
on the East coast of Siberia, opposite the island of Sakhalin, of which postmarks are also rare. Fig. 7 shows a 
very unusual postmark, which has the letters forming the Cyrillic word "CAXAJIHH • or "SAKHALIN" 
arranged on a six-pointed star. The initial letter "C • is in the centre, and, beginning in the "2 o'clock position", 
the rest of the word is spelled out in an anticlockwise direction. The final hard sign "b • is dispensed with. 

~l:3o~ 
~ i 

er xa6aHCK'» 3a6 ~ G 1 11 ·• 
CEH r.iJ non.'!' EH. 

o6Jr 16 iJoHa 1875r 1879 819 

Figure 1 Figure 2 Figure 3 Figure 4 

Figure 5 Figure 6 Figure 7 
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The postmark, which evidently belonged to the post office at Aleksandrovskii Post on Sakhalin Island, was used 

as a cancellation on an 1899 cover illustrated in the September 1990 issue of the Japanese philatelic journal 

Yushu, but BSRP members will remember it from BJRP 51 (May 1975), where it was first illustrated by its then 
owner, Dr. Alfred Wortman. The cover was addressed to the well-known Vladivostok-based trading company of 

Kunst & Albers, who had business interests on Sakhalin, notably in the coal trade. The Japanese journal was 
also the source of the postmark in fig.8, also from Sakhalin but from the post office at Rykovskoe. The 
inscription "RYKOVSKOE NA OSTR.SAKHAL." is short for "Rykovskoe on the island of Sakhalin". 

Going further afield to Kamchatka, fig.9 shows a newly-recorded postmark from the office at Petropavlovsk. An 
earlier type of single-ring postmark from this office inscribed PETROPAVLOVSK.PORT PRIM. OB./ POCHT. 
OTD. bas also been recorded, but I have not seen a clear enough impression to provide an illustration. 
Relatively few new railway postmarks have come to light recently, perhaps due to the fact that this popular 

subject bas been intensively studied by many collectors. Fig.10 shows a station postmark inscribed 
KETRITSEVO/VOKZAL. Ketritsevo was the name of a small settlement near the town of Nikolsk-Ussuriisk, 
evidently at the point where the newly-built Ussuri Railway came nearest to the town. Sometime between mid-
1907 and 1909 the station was renamed NIKOLSK-USSURIISK, the town having grown considerably in the 

meantime. 

Two postmarks from scarcer travelling post office routes are shown in figs.11 and 12. Fig.11 shows one 
inscribed BUSK 330 ALTAISK; a postmark from the other direction of this route has yet to be found. Fig.12 

shows a postmark inscribed KOLCHUG. 332 YURGA. Although this route is shown in official lists as operating 
from Kolcbugino to Tayga, the postmarks so far recorded indicate that it ran from Kolcbugino to Yurga. 
A steamship postmark has come to light since the book was published, from the Vladivostok-Kamchatka route. It 
differs from the previously known types in that the word KAMCHATKA is abbreviated to 'KAMCHAT.', and 
is illustrated in fig.13. Mystery surrounds the mark illustrated in fig.14, a doplatit or 'to pay' mark inscribed 
DOPLAT/PAR.VLADIVOST.S.U. and having the serial "b". Evidently of an Imperial type, the mark can only 

have been intended for use on the coastal steamer route between Vladivostok and the 'Northern Districts" or 

Figure 8 Figure 9 Figure 10 Figure 11 

332 :j ':J,.roOCT :--1(4. nn11 r 

I~X 3 6.16 i 157 23 ~ .. ~ :-ii1g ... 
6 /),GpQ'f"· ..... 

Figure 12 Figure 13 Figure 14 
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Severnye Ueuli, and yet is has been recorded used on a postcard sent from the Vladivostok main post office in 

November 1931. Perhaps it had been withdrawn from use but kept in reserve, and used when required at the 

main office. 

Further details of these postmarks are given below, the data being shown in the same way as in the book, with a 

reference number, serial (if any), inscription, size in millimetres, date(s) recorded and a valuation rating. 

29.2 b [DEKA]STRI (P.ALEKSAN[DR.]) PRIM. 2S 23.8.13 G 

124.01 - BEREZOV. 26 5.9.19 28.8.82 F 

390.01 - ENISEYSK. 26 21.7.77 F 

494.Pl - ST KABANSK ZAB/OBL + date 36 X 8 16.6.75 G 

682.01 - KUZNETSK.P.O./TOMSK.GUB. 2S'h 15.11.74 E 

699.001 - KURGAN. 26 16.8.79 12.11.79 F 

1058.001 1 PETROPAVLOVSK.PORT.PRIM.OB./POCHT.OTD. 27 19.12.96 G 

1187.1 b RIKOVSKOE NA OSTR.SAKHAL. 28 18.7.18 G 

1207.2 SAKHALIN 26 X 16 23.5.89 G 

566a.l a KETRITSEVONOKZ. 31 X 26 13.2.05 23.6.07 F 

R330.l a BIYSK 330 ALTAYSK 31 X 26 9.3.17 G 

R332.l v(l) KOLCHUG. 332 YURGA 32 X 26 3.6.16 28.5.16 G 

S4.l r VLADIVOST.-KAMCHAT.IP AROKH. 31 X 28 15.7.23 G 
S5.Dl b DOPLAT/PAR.VLADIVOST.S.U. 28 X 24 28.11.31 G 

These are just a few of the Siberian postmarks that have been found recently, showing that the job of recording 

the postmarks of a large area of the Russian Empire is a never-ending one. For information about postmarks 

described in this article I am indebted to Messrs. E.G. Peel, E. Rasmussen (who, fortunately, can read 

Japanese!), M.R. Renfro, I.J. Steyn, L.L. Tann and J. Woollam. Apologies for any omissions! 

Sheepish Editorial afterword: eagle-eyed readers will have noticed that the transliteration of Russian names is 
not the same in the table as in the body of the above article. The explanation is simple : Philip uses a 

transliteration system in his books that is slightly different from the one used in the BJRP. As a silly compromise, 
BJRP transliteration has been used in the text, and Robinson transliteration in the table, thus guaranteeing 
maximal confusion. (although the Editor is always open to suggestions how the confusion could be increased 
even more!) 
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St.Petersburg 1899 registration labels 

G.S. Miskin 

As is known, registration labels were introduced in Russia on January 1st 1899. Different labels were used for 
head post offices, post sub-offices, telegraph offices and railway post offices. St.Petersburg used a total of nine 
different labels : 3 for international use, 3 for internal use, 2 for telegraph offices and 1 for the Nicholas railway 
station. Their use is known only in 1899, for regular '3' and 'R' labels were introduced in 1900. Should any 
reader have an example used after 1899, I should be pleased to receive details. 

International labels 

Two types of label plus a significant variety, all printed in black on red paper. The most common is the straight
line 'St.P6tersbourg R.' as shown in fig.I, with stamps usually cancelled by Baillie type A3F. 

Fig.2 shows a variety of fig.I, with an extended downstroke to the 'R' and no full stop. It is illustrated in Harry 
von Hofmann's book Zakamoe - Recommandirt, the example being of 25-11-1899, and this is the only copy I've 
ever seen. 

The third type - shown in fig.3 - with a divided 'St.P6ters/bourg', was used at the town post sub-offices. It is 
not common, I have seen only six examples compared to twenty or so of fig. I. 

Internal labels 

Three different labels, all printed in black on red paper, were used for registered mail within Russia, one for use 
at the main post office and two for the town post sub-offices. 
Fig.4 shows the label used at the main post office; in most cases the stamps were cancelled with Baillie type 

AlC or with the geometric 'l' mark. For the labels I have noted code letters 'a', 'b', 'v' and 'g'. 
The labels used at the town post sub-offices (Otdyels) are quite common, and display considerable variety in the 
style of the Otdyel's number, and in the added indication of origin St.Petersburg. I have recorded examples from 

offices 2, 4, 5, 6, 11, 12 and 14. The details are: 

Office 2 

Office 2 

Office 4 

Office 4 

Office S 

Office S 

Office 6 

Fig.S, dated 9-3-1899 has black manuscript '2' in addition to a handstamped '2 SPBurg. • and 
code 'N' in violet. It can be seen that the '2 SPBurg. • was applied after the label was affixed to 

the envelope. The cancellation is similar to Baillie D2 but has 'S.P.Burg' at top and '2nd. 
gorod.p.otd. • at foot. Receiving CDS is intermediate between types CSA and CSC. 
Fig.6, dated 17-5-1899 has black manuscript '2 spb' and code 'N' or 'I'. The inverted commas 
in the lower section of the label read '66 - 66' instead of '99 - 66'. Cancellation as above, but 

receiving mark is type CSC. 

Fig.7, undated despatch mark but received on 16-5-1899, has black manuscript '4' and code 

'B' in addition to handstamped 'S.P.BURG' in violet. Cancellation is with geometric '4' and 
receiver is Baillie type CSC. 

Fig.8, dated 9-8-1899, has handstamped '4' and 'S.P.BURG' in violet - no code. Cancellation 
is Baillie B2B and receiver is type CSC. 

Fig.9, undated despatch mark but received on 26-4-1899, has black manuscript '5' and code 
'b'. The inv~rted commas in the lower section read '99 - 99' instead of '99 - 66'. Cancellation 

is by geometric '5' and receiver is intermediate between CSA and CSC. 
Fig.10, dated 4-8-1899, has black manuscript '5' and indecipherable code. Cancellation is by 
type D3 and receiver is type CSC. 

Fig.11, undated despatch mark but received on ?-1-1899, has black manuscript '6' and code 
'a'. Cancellation is geometric '6' and the orange receiver mark is of a type unrecorded by 
Baillie. 
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Office 6 

Office 6 

Office 11 

Office 12 

Office 12 

Office 14 

Fig.12, undated despatch mark but received on 20-6-1899, has black manuscript '6' and code 

'B' or '0' in addition to handstamped 'S.P.BURG' in violet. Cancellation is geometric '6' and 
receiver is as on the previous example. 

Fig.13, undated dispatch mark, no receiver, black manuscript '6' and code 'G' in addition to 

handstamped 'S.P.BURG' in violet. Cancellation is geometric '6'. 

Dated 3-8-1899, illustrated in von Hofmann's book on page 54. Has black manuscript '11' in 

addition to handstamped code 'V'. Cancellation is D6. 

Fig.14, dated 8-2-1899, black manuscript 'spb' in addition to handstamped '12' and code 'A' in 
violet. Cancellation is type B2A (not recorded for this office) and receiver is intermediate CSA/ 

csc. 
Fig.IS, dated 20-6-1899, handstamped '12', 'S.P.BURG' and code 'B'. Cancellation is D6 and 

- as it was sent abroad - receiver is ABO - TURKU. 
Fig.16, undated dispatch mark but received on 16-2-1899, black manuscript '14' and hand

stamped 'S.P.BURG' (in black, reading upwards) and code 'A', receiver intermediate CSA/ 

csc. 

The third type of label for internal use is illustrated in fig.17. It is not listed by Dobin & Ratner in Soviet 

Collector 27, and the only example I have seen is on an undated cover received 23-12-1899. I assume that it was 

introduced to avoid the necessity of writing or handstamping 'S.P.Burg', but it was introduced very late. The 
stamps are cancelled with geometric '6' and the receiver is of type Dl. 

Telegraph offices 

Of the two types used at telegraph offices, the most common is shown in fig.18. It is printed in black on buff 

paper, with lines separating the labels to aid cutting. There is a space between 'No' and 'KONT' for the office 

number to be written in manuscript. The stamps were cancelled by a crossed-date postmark, Baillie type E3D or 
similar. Office No.I did not always write in the number, and the postmark is similar to type E3C but with the 
word 'Glavnaya' (head) instead of '1.Gor.' at the bottom left. I have recorded examples from offices no.I, 8, 11 

(E4A postmark), 12, 20, 25 (E3C in violet) and 34. 

Fig.19 has not been seen or recorded by me on cover, the illustration is reproduced from Soviet Collector 27 

and I presume it to be in red. It is interesting to note that the example shown is overprinted 'S.P.BURG' similar 

to the types used at the town post sub-offices. The inverted commas read '99 - 99'. 

Railway stations 

Nicholas station used a white label with black printed text as shown in fig.20. Not common, as I have seen only 

two examples. Stamps were cancelled with Baillie type FSA code 11. I would be most interested to hear about 
labels or markings used at the other railway stations in 1899. 

Notes 

All the examples illustrated are from my own collection unless stated otherwise. I would like to acknowledge the 

help given to me by Dr.R. Casey, Mr. I.L.G. Baillie (BJRP 68), Mr. Harry von Hofmann (Zakamoe -

Recommandirt) and Messrs. Dobin and Ratner (Soviet Collector 27). 
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Rural revenue stamps 

J.G. Moyes 

Nothing has appeared in print about the revenue stamps issued for use by the illiterate peasants in rural areas. This 

is not surprising as the stamps are scarce and the chances of anyone accumulating enough examples to produce a 

comprehensive listing are slim. The present article is offered as an introduction to these issues and it is hoped that 
any readers owning any of these stamps will communicate their holdings to the editor or myself. 
I first came to know of the existence of these stamps many years ago when a correspondent in the USA wrote to 

ask if I would circulate among friends in the UK a photocopy of some examples he'd found. I did so but the 

response was nil. So was that same correspondent's response afterwards as he has failed to answer any letter since. 
This is not the way to continue research you may say, and of course it is not, so please let me repeat my plea that 
if anyone has any of these stamps then please record them. 

In rural areas before the Revolution, the Village Elders had the authority to collect volost dues, and also to impose 

fines for minor offences. The next page shows a receipt for volost dues of I.SOR, paid by one Stepan Andreev of 
Pesotski volost, Novaya Ladoga, St.Petersburg, 7-S-1897. The receipt has been added to Andreev's passport. 
Whether the stamps were used in connection with this receipt I cannot say. Possibly they were, or alternatively they 

were used specifically for payment of fines payable from actions through the Volost Courts. The 1902 issue has a 
section for recording payments printed on the sheet alongside the stamps. The stamps are ungummed, so they were 
not intended to be stuck onto anything. 

The stamps take the form of impressions of coins and banknotes. The size and colour match that of the coin of the 

equivalent value for the kopeck values. Thus the lk - Sk are copper and the 10k - S0k are silver in colour. The 
rouble values are rectangular with the lR in yellow, the 3R in green and the SR in blue. I do not have the l0R 
value in this set and do not know its colour. 

Each stamp has its value indicated both in words and numerals. As the illiterate would not be able to understand 

either, a number of strokes equal to the value were added. 

I have incorporated items from two other collections into the listing below, those of the late Emil Marcovitch and 
Jacques Possell. My thanks to Dave Skipton for this information. I also have a few notes from Marcovitch which 
expand the· listing further. 

From these notes I can give the text of the inscription found on the reverse of the 1892 issue, but unfortunately I 
cannot illustrate it. It reads in six lines "Name of village/1892/Village Elder/From the book of Penalties/No .... ". 

From the 1896 issue onwards the inscription on the reverse is always the same, reading in five lines "Collector of 
Taxes/Year/From the tax receipt book/No ... ". See the second page following for this inscription. 

1892 lk,2k,3k, 10k, 1Sk,20k,S0k, 1R,3R,SR, lOR 

Marcovitch had examples from two villages, Sourzha and Kniaipol. Subsequent issues do not have the 
name of the village added. 

1896 lk,2k,3k, 10k, 1Sk,20k, 1R,3R,SR. There may be a lOR value in this series as well, although no examples 
have been recorded. See later remarks concerning the sheet format. 

1897 lk,2k,3k,Sk, 10k, 1Sk,20k,S0k. No rouble values yet recorded. 

1902 lk,2k,3k,10k,1Sk,20k,S0k,1R,10R. Since a l0R value is known, it is likely that 3R and SR values also 

exist. The sheet format discussed below would also indicate this. 
1909 This comes from Marcovitch's notes. He said the values were the same as the 1892 and 1896 series. This 

is confusing as the 1896 series did not include a S0k value,' although the 1892 series did according to 
Marcovitch himself. 

1914 Again from Marcovitch who said the values were the same as for the previous issue, and the same 

comment therefore applies to the S0k value. 
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Top: 1wo blocks from the 1896 issue. To the left: a 50k stamp from the 

1902 issue. Directly above: the reverse inscription of the 1902 issue. 
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All stamps are imperforate and without gum. Printed by lithography. 

An interesting and, for my purpose here, a fortunate feature of these stamps is that all values were printed together 

on the same sheet. Another fortunate feature is that all stamps were numbered. I suspect that this could have more 

significance that it being just to facilitate accounting. 

Again it is fortunate that some multiples are available from my collection to help with the reconstruction of the 

sheet from two of the issues, namely those of 1896 and 1902. 

From the 1896 series I can reconstruct the right side of the sheet with the exception of one position. Assuming that 

the sheet is symmetrical, and the numbering indicates that it is, this would mean that only positions 13 and 16 

remain in doubt. Because of the symmetry, these are both the same value, either SR or IOR. A l0R stamp from 

this series can not be recorded but as it is found in other series the possiblity of its existence must be allowed for. 

Assuming that there are no gutters in the sheet the format is as below. 

-
IR IR IR IR 

I 2 3 4 

IR IR IR IR 

5 6 7 8 

3R JR 3R 3R 

9 10 I I 12 

5R/IOR SR SR 5R/10R 

13 14 15 16 

20k 20k 20k 20k 20k 20k 

17 18 19 20 21 22 

15k ISk 15k 15k 15k ISk 

23 24 25 26 27 28 

10k I0k IOk IOk IOk IOk 

29 30 31 32 33 34 

3k 3k 3k 3k 3k 3k 

3S 36 37 38 39 40 

2k 2k 2k 2k 2k 2k 

41 42 43 44 4S 46 

lk lk lk lk lk lk 

47 48 49 so SI 52 
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From multiples and a number of singles a tentative sheet reconstruction can be offered for the 1902 series. The 
difference between this sheet and the 1896 sheet is that a receipt or notification section is found next to the stamps. 
Insufficient material is available to say if all stamps have such a section next to them. The format given below 
therefore does not show these spaces and allowance must be made for their inclusion. The positions of the stamps 
relative to each other is all that I have attempted to reconstruct here. Positions 9-12 are probably 3R stamps, but 
this awaits confirmation. Position 16 is known to be a l0R and so pos.13 should be a l0R too. This leaves pos.14-
1S which should be SR stamps. The positioning of sixteen rouble values at the top of the sheet matches the 1896 
issue as does positions 1-8 being lR stamps again. It seems a fair hypothesis that other positions should be the 
same. If so the two unknown positions on the 1896 sheet, 13 and 16, could well be lOR stamps, and this value 
awaits discovery. The 1902 format, allowing for the above comments is given below. 

IR IR IR IR 
I 2 J 4 

lR IR IR IR 
5 6 7 8 

3R? 3R'! 3R'! 3R'! 

9 10 11 12 

lOR 5R'! 5R'! IOR 

13 14 15 16 

50k S0k 50k 50k 50k 
17 111 l<l 20 21 

20k 20k 20k 20k 20k 20k 
22 23 24 25 26 27 

15k 15k 15k 15k 15k 15k 
~ 

28 29 30 31 32 33 

10k 10k 10k 10k 10k 10k 
34 3S 36 37 38 39 

3k 3k 3k 3k 3k 3k 
40 41 42 43 44 4S 

2k 2k 2k 2k 2k 2k 
46 47 48 49 so SI 

lk lk lk lk lk lk 
S2 S3 S4 SS S6 S1 
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Apart from the issues listed above, another series exists, one from Turkestan. Possell had a lR and a l0R, dated 

1897. The stamps had the value indicated in words in Russian, plus the necessary number of strokes. In addition 

there is a line in the local Arabic script. Only Possell's examples are known to me, and the series must be 

considered rare. Any further information would be welcome. 

As all stamps from all series are dated on the reverse, it is tempting to assume that a series exists for all years 

between at least 1892-1914. There would be no reason to add the date to the inscription unless the date was 

important for the use of the stamps. If a payment was required on a regular basis each year and the stamp was not 

added to a dated document, a printed date would be important. So does anyone have other issues with dates other 

than those given above? The chances are that they exist. 

BJRP Back Issues 

Good heavens, you mean you still haven't ordered all the available back issues of the British Journal of Russian 

Philately, the very journal you are reading now? I can only admire your patience, but I must warn you that these 

are not going to be available at these laughable prices forever. I mean, we're almost giving them away: 

Issue Price 
1,2 £ 1.00 each 

3-7 £ 2.00 each 

8 £3.00 

9-24 £ 2.00 each 

25,26 £ 3.00 each 

27,28 £ 2.00 each 

29-62 £ 3.00 each 

63 £5.00 

64-date £ 4.00 each 

plus postage and packing at cost. All issues are currently available. Why not take advantage of our obvious 

ignorance about market prices? 

Orders to: Alan Blunt, 

13 Auden Close, 
Monmouth, Gwent NP5 3NW, 

United Kingdom. 

Complete your library now, avoid the rush! 
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The criminal post? 

Yu. Khranilov1 

About what one could not write in 1915 

Being interested in the history of the post in Vyatka guberniya, on the advice of a senior scientific worker at the 

regional archives, Arkadiy Viktorovich Kolotov, I looked through the archive records for 1915 under the 

heading •Letters held back by the military censorship and correspondence on this matter•. It was the second year 

of the First World War. Some of the prisoners of war from Germany and Austria-Hungary ended up in Vyatka 

guberniya. Besides, in our part of the country quite a few people of German descent had lived for a long time -

in the city of Vyatka alone there were 838 of them in 1914. Before the war mixed marriages between Russians 

and Germans were no exception. It was not surprising that in wartime conditions, these ethnic groups found 

themselves under suspicion by the local authorities, and in this situation the military censorship in Russia did not 

remain idle. The work was organised on a very wide scale. It was not without interest to discover that the post 

of military censor in Vyatka was held for a long time by a colonel. 

I became interested in how effective the work of the military censorship was. In a file I came across a sheet of 

paper with the text of a code used in correspondence by German POW officers held in Chita. In the code, 

Germany was denoted by the word •alarm clock", armistice by the word "father•, the fleet by the name 

Christopher, the city of Warsaw was called "the garden", and so on. In all, there were nearly 25 words and 

phrases in the code. But there was no mention in any of the censor's reports about attempts to use this code to 

the detriment of Russia, or about military and state secrets revealed in the correspondence. Nevertheless in the 

file there were scores of postcards and letters that had been confiscated and not delivered to the adressees, many 

without postmarks, i.e. they had been given over directly to the censor by vigilant postal workers. 

Which wrongs did his Majesty's eye discover in these letters? There was a message to Denmark from a certain 

Leonard Lilienthal in Kumenyi that was held back. From the accompanying secret report of the censor it is 

evident that the letter contained •a reference to the ban on any work being carried out by the reservists, which 

deprives them of their livelihood". There is no mention of any other crime. 

There is yet another secret report (unsigned): the author of the letter from Elabuga to Switzerland writes: •we 

have here many captured Austrian officers. They flirt here with young girls and ladies left, right and centre. 

They have revitalised a little our stagnant swamp•. And here already the assistant head of the Vyatka provincial 

gendarmerie (by rank a lieutenant-colonel) in Sarapul is reporting to his boss in Vyatka that •in the letter to 

Sweden it can be seen that the holding of captured Austrian officers in the town of Elabuga is too free•. 
Sweden, Swit7.erland - to the lieutenant-colonel it is all one. Everyone, even an ignoramus, knows that 

geography is not a science of the nobility. However, the gendarme had firmly grasped the doctrine •to hold on 

to and not to let go•. 

But not only was it impossible to write about the indulgences of the prisoners' regime. It was dangerous even to 

go to the other extreme. Postcards and letters were held back for referring to work in the Vyatka provincial 

printing-house for paltry pay, to the dreary life in Vyatka gubemiya, to the ban on more than two people 

assembling together. One could not mention the suicide by hanging of a certain reservist called Ruprecht, whom 

1 Originally published in Kirovskaya Pravda, 14-12-1993 and reprinted with the kind permission of the 
author. Many thanks are due to our fellow members Messrs. Boris Pritt, who brought this article to the 
Editor's attention, and Peter Walker, who provided the translation. Mr. Walker operates a commercial 
translating service (Russian-English) and welcomes your enquiries. He is fully equipped with PC and 
paraphernalia. 
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had allegedly been beaten up by some Russian chaps. But a letter to the American embassy from a German 

national, Marta de Lobert, complaining about the confiscation of money (86 roubles) from her husband when he 

was arrested in Petrograd and also of a pocket-book containing letters and maps, was surrounded by six reports 

with instructions - God forbid that in democratic America they should find out about Russian customs. 

Many brief remarks aroused the suspicion of the censors. A prisoner's letter to Riga, requesting that a large sum 

of money be sent, was held back. A report about this immediately went from the military censor of the Kazan 
military district to the town of Vyatka, to Colonel Masalitinov of the Vyatka provincial gendarmerie. Only 23 

days passed and the acting head of the Vyatka provincial gendarmerie, Colonel Masalitinov (Yes, yes, the very 

same! He, it turns out, simultaneously sat in two chairs) sent an instruction to the Kotelnich district police officer 

saying: •Please interrogate Gustav Bergau (the author of the letter) of Kotelnich about the purpose for which he 

needs a large sum of money•. 

It turns out that it was impossible to write on a postcard: •1 am going to court in Vyatka over this stupid 

matter•, as the censor would have considered it an insult to the Russian legal procedure. 

It is amazing that every telegram that was only slightly puzzling was liable to confiscation. Here are some 
examples of such texts: •ne wolf has been found. All are well• (from Nolinsk to a Mr.Fisher in Vyatka); 

•Hand over to the eldest. Have sent a thousand. Buy Vologda carefully• (from Vitebsk to a Mr. Helman in 

Vyatka). There immediately followed demands for an explanation from the sender and recipient of the telegram. 

There may be no doubt that when Ostap Bender took it into his head to send to citiun Koreiko in 1915 his 

celebrated telegram "Load the oranges in barrels Brothers Karamazov", his enterprise was doomed to failure. 

One can imagine how happy the officials in Vyatka were when they held back a postcard from Ufa guberniya to 

Vyatka, addressed to a certain Heinrich Dettman, for "containing entries written in code". The postcard was 

written in the German language and for the uninitiated the first four lines consisted of a frightening combination 

of letters, figures, dashes and small crosses. It is a pity that there was no Sherlock Holmes amongst the 

detectives in Vyatka. He would have immediately surmised that the ~ciphered entries" were just the opening 

moves of four games of chess-by-mail. 

"Diligence overcomes common sense" - one might say reading the correspondence of gendarmes and censors 

about how to deal with a letter that had gone to the post office in Glazov to a citi7.en with the strange surname 

"a-a-a". After a month of being retained on instructions from above, they opened the letter and discovered a 
prescription - bow to write on paper with lemon juice, signed by a certain "a.a.". It is clear this was the scribble 

of a lunatic or someone who out of boredom was making a fool of the postal workers. But even so, four 

documents marked •secret" were drawn up for this case. 

If many harmless messages were subjected to confiscation then what about those letters which contained criticism 

aimed at the authorities? A POW, Wilhelm Bemkne, 18 years old, writes from the village of Svyatogorskoe in 

the Glazov district to his sister Wanda in Podolia gubemiya (I use the spelling of the author): "The damned 

government itself treats people like dogs and yet they write and speak about their humanism ••• The post here is 
pure Russian, that is out of ten letters one arrives - it is better to write registered". He himself sent a letter by 

registered mail and signed it Vyasa. He wrote in good Russian, but none of this helped him. Several months 

later the author was "counted out". 

But not only was the correspondence of Germans controlled by the censors. Pyotr Likhachev from Slobodskoe in 

a letter to the editorial staff of the "Vyatka Speech" had the impudence to mention a strike at the Vakhrushevskiy 

factory. And Boris Chicherov, despatched to serve as a private in the Sth Company of the 106th Reserve 

Infantry Battalion, even he became quite insolent: "God forbid anyone, my dear, to live among half-wits and to 

submit blindly ... Here I am a slave ... Tbe company commander reads the letters ... ". Well, obviously it was 

impossible to let such a letter through! 
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One could analyse the work of the censors even further. But I think that sufficient facts have been produced in 

order to arrive at a conclusion. The traditions of suspiciousness and total surveillance of the thoughts and actions 

of citizens, the yearning "not to wash the state's dirty linen in public", the incompetence of officials, these were 
not born in our country in Soviet times, they existed even in the days of the "dear father tsar" whom nowadays 

many try to portray as the universal benefactor. 

Editorial afterword: the author is a Reader at the Kirov (formerly \yatka) Polytechnic Institute. For further 

examples of the duel between censor and correspondent, readers are referred to David Skipton 's "Good seats on 

the 70", in Rossica 122, p.85-88. 
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Card addressed to Germany, but not passed by \yatka military censor (large boxed marking "NOT 

PASSED/Vyatka/Military censor/110.43" in red). An official translation of the card's message was appended and 

the censor took umbrage at the phrase "24/11 011e of us was wounded in the thigh by a drunken guard". Below: 

another example of a "Not passed by ce11sorship" markillg. 
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There is quite a story to the card shown below. It is one of 32 cards confiscated from the addressee, Pavel 

Andushchus during a search of his premises on 8 February 1916. 

Andushchus was 58 years old, he lived in the village of lstomino near the town of Orlov, l-yatka guberniya. After 

the cards were examined by the authorities, all but two of the cards were returned to Andushchus on 22-2-1916. 

Why the two cards were retained is not clear. 
Below is one of the two cards that were deemed to risky to return, a card from Saratov. During the search, 

Andushchus said the card had been sent to him by his sister Emma. The boxed marking is that of the Saratov 

censor, who had apparently found nothing subversive about the card 

~- •.,·_\ "., 1/ ·,. ~~! •:,, :, . 
,. . . . . 

. ... :. . .- ..... · 
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The 'Chainbreakers' : Soviet Russia's first stamps 

Alexander Epstein• 

For a long time there has been no clarity about the origins and usage of the two stamps of Russia with the design 

of a hand breaking a chain, SG 187-188. The issue or, at least, the preparation for issue of these stamps used to 

be ascribed to the 1917 Provisional Government of Russia. However, a prominent Moscow philatelist, the late P. 

Mazur, managed to show the true origin of this issue in a series of articles based on references unearthed by 

him'. He also possessed an extensive specialised collection of Chainbreaker stamps and covers franked with 

these stamps that enabled him to reveal the main features of postal use of these stamps. The present paper is 

based on the abovementioned articles by P. Mazur, which, written in Russian, will be difficult to deal with for 

most English-speaking readers. I have tried to systematise his information scattered among the numerous long 

and short articles, correct some errors, and add new information based on my own collection, the available 

philatelic literature and information received from other collectors. 

However, this paper does not deal in detail with numerous and diverse cliche varieties and other minor varieties 

of both stamps. Those who are interested are referred, for instance, to an excellent review by N.J. Sheppard2• 

Brief history 

After the February Revolution in Russia, besides various problems in connection with changing the state symbols 
and other attributes of the tsarist regime, the question of issuing new postage stamps instead of those with the 

Imperial Arms arose as well. In July 1917 a special competition for new stamp designs had been held that 

produced some good ideas, particularly those by such well-known Russian artists as Bilibin, Narbut and 

Chekhonin. A symbolic design of a hand with a sword breaking a chain made by R. Sarrin, the designer of the 

Arms definitives, some of the Romanov jubilee stamps and the War Charity stamps of 1914/191S, was finally 

chosen for the new definitive issue. 

Essays were printed that were to be approved by A. Nikitin, who headed the Ministry of the Interior and the 

Ministry of Posts and Telegraphs in the last cabinet of the Provisional Government. However, he did not have 

the opportunity to do so, as on 2S/26 October 1917 (Old Style), the Provisional Government was overthrown by 

the Bolsheviks. About a month later, the essays were presented for approval to N. Glebov-Avilov, the People's 

Commissar of Posts and Telegraphs in the first Soviet government. There were S stamps of very similar designs, 

differing only in some small details, as well as face value and colour: 7k brown, 10k blue, 14k green, lSk light 

brown and 20k olive. The essays were all stuck together to a piece of paper. Leonard Tann3 also reports the 

existence of other die proofs, namely lk orange, 2k green, 3k red and 14k rose, but these were not presented for 

approval on that occasion. 

The People's Commissar approved only one stamp, that with face value lSk, and the others were crossed out. 

The 15k value at that time corresponded to the ordinary intercity letter rate, the most important category of mail. 

However, it seems that the State Printing Works did not start printing the new stamps, continuing instead to 

produce new printings of the Arms stamps. And on 28 February 1918 postal rates were raised, making the lSk 
value unnecessary. 

The Postal Administration returned to the Chainbreakers for a second time on 22 May 1918, when V. 

Podbelskii, the new People's Commissar, approved the issue of two stamps: 35k blue and 70k brown. These 

values fitted the then current inland letter rate and the registration fee, respectively. However, about six months 

passed before the stamps were officially released. 

1 With many thanks to my friends in passion, particularly Tony Speeckaert, Leonard Tann and Robert 
Taylor who helped me in many ways in writing this article. 
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Figure 1. Registered letter from Skobin, Ryazan guberniya posted on 16-4-1919 to Tambov(JB-4-1919) and 

franked with a 35k Chainbreaker plus a 15k Anns stamp to make up the 50k rate. 
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Ffgurr 2. Registered letter from Kharkov (29-3-1919) to Moscow (2-4-1919). 77ze rate of SOie is made up with a 

35k Chainbreaker, 2 pairs of 2k Amis stamps and the imprinted 7k stamp. 77ze postmark of Kharkov (Kharldv) is 
in Ukrainian style. (Coll. A. Speeckaert) 
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Date of issue 

There are several official documents concerning the date of issue of the Chainbreaker stamps. The first was 
probably a telegraphic circular to all post/telegraph establishments: No. U.4012 dated 7 October 1918 and signed 
by V. Podbelskii. It read: 

"On 2S October (evidently Old Style, although the European calendar had been adopted in Russia in 
February 1918 - A.E.) the first revolutionary stamps with values 35 and 70 kop. and a design 'hand 
cutting chain' shall be put into circulation, the 35k stamp being of blue colour and the 70k stamp of 
brown colour" 

The issue was timed to coincide with the 7th of November (N.S.), the first anniversary of the Bolshevik coup 

known as the 'October Revolution'. The earliest date known in postmarks is Moscow, 8-11-1918 (fig.S). Post 
offices were probably closed on November 7th. 

The stamps and their principal varieties 

The stamps were printed by typography in sheets of 100. The wove paper varies from rather thin to thick, from 
pure white to yellowish, and has varnish lines pointing vertically. The number of stamps printed or issued is not 
known, but both figures should be high; mint Chainbreakers are plentiful even today, especially the 35k value. 

However, used copies of these stamps are much scarcer. 
The format and arrangement of the stamps in the sheets are the same as for the Romanov Jubilee issue of 1913. 
The comb perforation of 13½ is also the same. The colours of the stamps vary from light blue to dark blue for 
the 35k, and from light brown to brown for the 70k stamp. A very light blue 35k stamp can be distinguished as 

a cataloguable shade. 
There were four printing plates used for the 35k stamp. The 1932 Soviet stamp catalogue" summarises the 
distinguishing features of each plate, identifiable only in full sheets: 
1. The 34th stamp in the sheets of the first plate has a curved top to its frame. 
2. The 2nd stamp in the sheets of plates 1 and 3 has no stroke connecting the letters "o" and "rr" in "Kon". 

3. In plates 2 and 4: 
Position 12: letter "rr " in the word "Kon " has an indentation 
The 33rd stamp is arranged a little higher than the stamps on either side of it 

The 54th stamp has white spots at the top and bottom of "rr " in "rnrr " 

In addition, there is a 3mm wide bar printed in the horizontal margins of sheets of plates 3 and 4. 

Various other cliche varieties of both the 35k and 70k stamp exist. The reader is referred to the aforementioned 

article by N.J.Sheppard as well as to some other sources. In particular, E.Radzig5 showed recently that there 
were two plates of the 70k ktamp, differing in cliche varieties of several stamps in the sheets. 

Some sheets of both stamps were issued imperforate. The 70k imperforate is rare: probably there were no more 

than one or two sheets. It seems not to have been postally used. The 35k imperforate stamp in mint state should 
be considered as scarce, but used copies are rare. There are also stamps without perforation at top or bottom or 
one of the sides. Forgers then cut the perforations from the three remaining sides to 'create' an imperforate. It is 
therefore advisable to collect such stamps in pairs or, at least, with sufficiently wide margins, not less than 

2.5mm on each side. 
As to other varieties, there are copies with defective or shifted perforation, without varnish lines or with varnish 
lines on the reverse, with the design printed on the gummed side, etc. 

Period and area of use 

By the time the Chainbreaker stamps were issued - early November 1918 - only a very limited part of the former 

Russian Empire was under the control of the central government of the Russian Socialist Federative Soviet 
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Figure 3. An overweight registered letter from Novokhopersk, Voronev, gub. (18-11-1918) to Novaya Sloboda 

(29-11-1918). 1he rate of 75k is franked with a 35k Chainbreaker, 3 x 5k Postal Savings Bank stamp (legally 

used as postage stamps) and 5 x 5k Arms stamps. Probably the earliest known cover with Chainbreakers (Coll. 
A. Speeckaert). 
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Republic (RSFSR) in Moscow. This area included: Northwest provinces (Petrograd, Novgorod and Pskov 

guberniyas and a part of Olonets guberniya), Western provinces (Smolensk guberniya and parts of the Mogilev 

and Vitebsk guberniyas), Central provinces (Moscow, Tver, Vladimir, Yaroslavl, Kostroma, Ryazan, Tula, Orel 

and Kaluga guberniyas), 'black-earth' provinces (Voronezh, Tambov and Pell7Jl guberniyas and part of Kursk 

guberniya), the Volga area (Nizhnii Novgorod, Kazan, Simbirsk and Saratov guberniyas), Southeast provinces 

(parts of Samara, Astrakhan and Orenburg guberniyas and of Uralsk oblast), Northeast and Northern provinces 

(Vyatka guberniya and the southern part of Arkhangelsk guberniya, that later became a separate Severo-Dvinsk 

guberniya) and the Ural Mountains area (parts of Ufa and Perm guberniyas). There was also an autonomous part 

of the RSFSR : Soviet Turkestan in Central Asia, which was almost or entirely cut off from Central Russia by 

the ebb and flow of the Civil War. Soviet Turkestan - a few, rather weakly connected enclaves around big towns 

such as Tashkent, Samarkand, Vernyi and Pishpek - was continously fighting anti-bolshevik forces. 

Vast areas in Siberia, the Far East, the Ural Mountains, North Russia, South Russia (including Don, Kuban and 

Dagestan oblasts, the Chernomorsk guberniya, the last parts of Stavropol guberniya and Terek oblast having 

been abandoned by the Reds during 1918) were in the hands of anti-bolsheviks. The Baltic, Lithuanian and 

White Russian provinces as well as Ukraine and the Crimea were occupied by the German and Austro-Hungarian 

forces, some of these areas having their own national governments. 

At the very end of 1918, after the defeat of the Central Powers in WWl and the denunciation of the Brest
Litovsk Treaty by Soviet Russia, the Red Army entered the western and southwestern provinces of the former 

Russian Empire, closely following the withdrawing German forces that had occupied them. New, formally 

independent Soviet republics that were actually puppet states - the Ukrainian Socialist Soviet Republic (UkSSR), 

the Socialist Soviet Republic of Lithuania and Belorussia (the so-called LitBel. For a short time there were 

separate Lithuanian and Belorussian Soviet Republics), the Latvian SSR, the Estlyand Workers' Commune and 

the Crimean Soviet Republic - were created on those territories. They were opposed by national governments of 

Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Ukraine. 

Although some of these republics, e.g. the UkSSR, had their own postal administrations that sometimes even 

acted independently, in the main their postal service was run from Moscow. None of these republics issued 

stamps, nor did they overprint their stocks of old stamps, and those stocks were replenished from Moscow. By 

the summer of 1919 the Reds had already been driven out of these areas (except Ukraine and the eastern part of 

Latvia) by the combined efforts of national forces, 'White' Russians and Poles. During the winter and spring of 

1918-1919 the Siberian White forces under admiral A. Kolchak went on the offensive and occupied the entire 

Ural mountain range and large parts of Ufa, Kazan', Samara, Orenburg and Astrakhan' guberniyas and the 

Uralsk oblast, approaching the Volga river. However, a Red Army counter-offensive during the summer of 1919 

led to the recapture of all these areas together with most of Siberia during 1919-early 1920. Irkutsk was reached 

at the beginning of March 1920. The blockade of Turkestan was also lifted. 

In the spring of 1919 an offensive of South Russian White forces under general A. Denikin was aimed at 

Moscow. At the peak of its success in September/October 1919 the White forces had occupied Voronezh, Kursk 

and Orel guberniyas, parts of Tambov and Saratov guberniyas, the Crimea, the major part of Ukraine including 

Kharkov, Ekaterinoslav, Poltava, Kherson, Tauridia and Kiev guberniyas and parts of Chernigov, Podolia and 

Volhynia guberniyas. A new counter-offensive by the Red Army that started in October 1919 led by May 1920 

to the restoration or establishment of the Soviet regime in almost all of South Russia and Ukraine (except the 

Crimea). 

The year 1920 is characterised by the ebb and flow of the Soviet-Polish war and the fighting in the northern 

Tauridia guberniya that ended with the ejection of the Whites (under general Wrangel) from the Crimea. 

The following table represents the area and time limits of usage of the Chainbreaker stamps, and it reflects the 

events described above. This table is a re-arranged version of a similar table compiled by P. Mazur on the basis 

of postmarks on Chain breaker stamps known to him. It is, however, considerably expanded, and freed from 

errors resulting from forged, faked and doubtful postmarks. 
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PROVINCE YEAR; 12!1 1212 1m ml 
R~ian ~1Fed1Sovii;:t Ri;:az, 
Arlchangelslc gub. X 
Arkhangelsk, Morzhegory, Severodvinskaya, Solombala, 
Solvycbegodsk 
Astrakhan gub. X 
St.Akbtuba, Ikryanoe 
J)on obl. X 
Novocberkassk 
Enlseigub. X 
Krasnoyarsk 
lvanovo-Vou,esenslc gub. X 
Ivanovo-Vomesensk, Rodniki 
Kalugagub. X 
Boboli, Borovsk, Dabuzba, Kaluga, Kbvostovicbi, Klimov-Zavod, 
Mesbcbovsk, Mossalsk, Myatlovo, Zbizdra 
Kar.angub. X X 
Cbistopol, Ku.an, Tetyusbi, Yukbmacbi 
Kostroma gub. X X 
Arkbangelskoe, Dmitrii-Potrusovo, Galicb, Golovinskoe, 
Malysbkino, Matveevo, Nerekhta, Parfenevo, Pyshchug, 
Ramesbki, Sbartanovo, Sudai, Tonkino, Trifon 
Kurslc gub. X 
Kursk 
Mogllev gub. X X X 
Baevo, Bogusbevskoe, Bykhov, Cberikov, Dribin, Gaidukovka, 
Gome), Monastyrsbcbina, Ryasna, Senno, Sveskopolskaya, 
Tolocbin, Vyazovnitsa 
Moscow gub. X X X X 
Moscow0, Bolsbevo, Butovo, Dmitrov, Egoryevsk, Gzbel, 
Kirpicbnyi Zavod, Kolomna, Losinoostrovskaya, Podolsk, 
Pusbkino, Rosbal, Vereya, Voskresensk 
Nw,nil Novgorod gub. X X X 
Ardatov, Bezvodnoe, Bogorodskoe, Bolshoe Aidasovo, 
Bolsboe Maresevo, Gorodets, Kbripunovo, Lichadeevo, 
Lopatino, Lukoyanov, Madaevo, Murashkino, Nadezbdino-
Ardat, Nizbnii Novgorod2>, Pocbinki, Pochinok-
Lukoyanovskii, Sakany, Semenov, Vetosbkino, Vorsma, 
Voskresenskoe 
Novgorod gub. X X 
Arakcbeevskie Kazarmy, Bologoe, Borovicbi, Cberepovets, 
Kovzbinskii Zavod, Kremenitsy, Levinskaya, Novgorod, 
Okulovka, Petrovskoe, Podbere:ze, Poddore, Polomyatskoe, 
Selilovo, Staraya russa, Teshemlya 
Olonets gub. X X X 
Kargopol, Lyadino, Nyandoma, Oshevenskii Pogost, 
Petrozavodsk, Poros-O:zero, Tobolkino, Vytegra 
Omslc gub. X 
Mensbcbikovskoe 
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Orel gub. X X 
Bezhitsa, Elets, Karachev, Komarichi, Maloarkhangelsk 

Orenburg gub. X X 
Karagai, Kocherdykskoe, Orenburg, Petropavlovka, 

Shalanovskoe, Troitskoe 

Penr,a gub. X X X 
Bashmakovo, Monastyre, Nikolskii, Poim, Pell7.8, Saransk 

Petrograd gub. X X X X 
Petrogradl), Divenskaya, Novosele, Pavlovsk, Pulkovo 

Pslcov gub. X X X 
Andreanopol, Bakach, Glubokoe, Kholm, Lemenka, 

Novosokolniki3>, Pskov, Slavkovichi, Toropets, Velikie 
Luki, Velizh . 

Ryll1Jlngub. X X 
Aleksandro-Nevskoe, Astapovo, Dedinovo, Krasilnikovo, 

Lukhovitsy, Lukmos, Miloslavskoe, Okulov, Ostro-

Plastikovo, Posledovo, Pronsk, Ryazhsk, Rybnoe, Sapozhok, 

Shevtsovo, Skopin, Stolpyanskoe, Zakhar Voronyi Vyselki 

Samara gub. X X X 
Be:zenchulc, Biryuchye, Buguruslan, Samara2>, Samarskaya 

Luka, Yagodnaya 

Saratov gub. X X 
Balandino, Balashov, Ershovo, Kamenka, Klyuchevka, 

Linevo, Novye Burasy, Pogromnoe, Potma, Romanovka, 
Saratov2l, Vyazminskaya 

Severo-Dvinslc gub. X 
Velikii Ustyug 

Simbirslc gub. X X X 
Im.a, Karlinskoe, Khovrino, Korzhevka, Kuzovatovo, 

Novo-Devichye, Polivanovo, Promsino, Shchigony, Simbirsk, 

Syava, Syzran, Troitsk-Bogorodskoe, Tserkovnye Ubei, 

U:zensko-Karlinskoe, Veshkaima 

Smolenslc gub. X X 
Begichevo, Dorogobuzh, Melekhes, Obnovlenskoe, O:zerishche, 
Ponisove, Roslavl, Suetovo, Vyazma, Yartsevo 

Tambov gub. X 
Shatsk 

Tulagub. X X 
Aleksin (ST.), Bogorodsk, Chem, Efremov, Laptevo, Novo-

selebenskoe, Novosil, Sinegubovo, Tula, Urusovo, Uzlovaya 

Tver gub. X 
Ostashkov, Rzhev 

U/agub. X 
Aksakovo, Chelyabinsk, Men:zelinsk, Zainsk 

Uralslc gub. X 
Mustaevskaya 

Vitebslc gub. X X X 
Beshenkovichi, Chashniki, Gorodok, Lepel, Polibino, Polotsk 
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Vladimir gub. X X X 
Aleksandrov, Chulkovo, Gorokhovets, Gus Khrustalnyi, 
Kolcbugino, Kosterovo, Kovrov, Melenki, Mstera, Murom, 
Pereyaslavl-Zalesski, Pokrov 
Vologda gub. X X X 
Argunovskoe, Karpovo, Luza, Novlenskoe, Palema, Sementsovo, 
Simonovolozhskoe, Sokol, Troitskoe, Udina, Vologda, 
Zalore, Zhar 

Voronezh gub. X X X 
Biryuchye, Garbumvka, Novokhopetslc, Pykhova, Repevka, 
Voronezb2> 
Vyatka gub. X 
Dyinskoe, Kityak, Leonovskii Zavod, Omutninskii Zavod, 
Sarapul, Slobodskoi, Uni, Vavozh, Votkinsk, Vyatka, Yaransk 

Turkestan Autonomous SSR X 
Kolomenskii, Novaya Bukhara, Samarkand 

Ukrainian SSR 
Chernigov gub. X 
Glukhov, Klintsy, Pochep, Unecha 
Ekaterinoslav gub. X 
Ekaterinoslav 
Kiev gub. X X 
Fastov, Kiev4>, Lipovets, Makhnovka, Stremigorod, Uman 
Kharkov gub. X 
Kharkov, Kramatorovka, Sergeevka-lzyumskaya 
Kherson gub. ? ? ? 
Birzula, Ochakov 
Kurslcgub. X 
Novo-Tavolzhanka 
Podoliagub. X X 
Balta, Kruty, Monkovtsy, Olgopol, Peschanka, Vinnitsa, Zhmerinka 
Po/lava gub. X 
Zolotonosba 
Volhynia gub. X 
Pishosev, Sheluta 

Lithuanian-Belorussian SSR 
Kovnogub. X 
Anyksciai (Onikshty) 
Minsk gub. X 
V"ilnogub. X X 
Budslav, Dolginovo, Molodechno, Vileika, Vilno 
Latvian SSR 
Llvlyand gub. X 
Leisk, Marciena(Martsen), Modon, Riga, Salatsa, 
Stahmereene(Stomeaee) 
Vitebslc gub. X X 
Dvinsk, Rezhitsa, Varaklany 
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ml5. 
Moscow - 11 - Nizhnii Novgorod 

Pskov - 125 - Pemov 
Moscow - 209 - Novosokolniki 

NOTES 
1. The town post offices were governed by a postal administration which was independent of that of the 

corresponding post/telegraph district. Postmarks of several Expeditsiyas and town post offices, including railway 

station p.o.s are known. 

2. Cancellations of several town post offices are known. 

3. Railway station post office (oval postmark). 

4. Postmarks of several Expeditsiyas and town post offices, including the railway station p.o., are known. 

As can be seen from this table, initially (at the end of 1918) the stamps were used, besides from in Moscow, 

Petrograd and their guberniyas, in Mogilev, Nizhnii Novgorod, Novgorod, Olonets, Penz.a, Pskov, Samara, 

Saratov, Simbirsk, Vitebsk, Vladimir, Vologda and Voronezh gubemiyas. In 1919 the use of Chainbreakers is 

first recorded in Astrakhan, Kaluga, Kuan, Kostroma, Kursk, Orel, Orenburg, Ry87.8D, Severo-Dvinsk, 

Smolensk, Tambov, Tula, Tver and Yaroslavl guberniyas and in the Uralsk oblast. However, in some of these 

provinces the Chainbreaker stamps might have been put into circulation as far back as 1918. The stamps were 

also put into use in Ukrainian (Kiev, Kharkov, Kherson and Podolia guberniyas), Belorussian and Lithuanian 

(Kovno, Minsk, Vilno guberniyas), and in Baltic provinces (Livlyand guberniya). Finally, the use of Chain

breaker stamps is recorded for the first time in 1920 in Arkhangelsk, Ufa and Vyatka guberniyas of Russia, in 

the Chernigov and Volhynia gubemiyas of Ukraine as well as in the Enisey and Omsk guberniyas in Siberia and 
in Turkestan. The Don oblast of Russia and the Ekaterinoslav and Poltava guverniyas of Ukraine are represented 

only by postmarks with 1921 dates. The use of Chainbreaker stamps has not been recorded in Barnaul, Perm, 

Irkutsk, Semipalatinsk, Tobolsk and Tomsk guberniyas, Turgai and Yakutsk oblasts, all North Caucasian 
provinces of Russia, the Tauridia guberniya of Ukraine (including the Crimea) and Estonia (the Estlyand 

Workers' Commune). 

'Figure 4. Moscow 8-11-1918 postmark 'Figure 5. A pair of 35k imperfor
ate postmarked Nyandoma, Olonets 

'Figure 6. 1he Latin postmark of Riga (9-5-1919) on a piece of a registered letter, 50k rate. 
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Figure 7. Money transfer card for lOOORfrom Bolshevo, Moscow gub. to Svyatoshino, Kiev gub. (17-8-1919). 

The rate of 5R (½ % of lOOOR) is made up with 5 x 70k Chainbreakers, 2 x 25k and 1 x 1 R Anns stamps. 
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A special case is the use of the imperforate 35k stamps. They are known with postmarks of Vologda (Nov. 

1919), Nyandoma, Olonets gub. (Nov. 1919, fig.5), Svetovo (Feb. 1919) and Yartsevo (Dec. 1918) in Smolensk 

guberniya, and in Petrograd (Oct. 1919). The Yartsevo postmark is also reported on a piece of a registered 

cover with an additional 15k Arms stamp making up the 50k rate, the date of the postmark is 3 May 1919. 

The stamps were initially designed to meet the postal rate for an ordinary intercity letter (35k) and the 

registration fee (70k) valid from 28 February 1918. However, when the stamps were issued on 7 November 

1918, other rates were in effect : 25k and 25k, respectively. Thus, the Chainbreaker stamps could not serve their 

original purpose. Most often the 35k stamp was used for the prepayment of registered letters in combination with 

another stamp or stamps supplementing the franking to the registered rate of S0k (figs.3-S), or to the next 

multiple of 25k for overweight letters (fig.6). A single 35k stamp could be used for franking a registered 

postcard, but this was not a common category of mail. Both stamps were also used for franking money orders 

and parcel cards (fig. 7 ,8), and letters with declared value (fig.9). 

The increase of postal rates on 1/S November 1919 and again on 10/20 March 1920 further reduced the 

applicability of the Chainbreaker stamps but they nevertheless continued to be used in combination with other 

stamps (fig.10,11) until they were officially withdrawn from use on 8 April 1921. 

As to the types of postmark found on Chainbreakers, postmarks of the double-circle/bridge type of 1902 and, on 

rare occasions, the single-ring/crossed-date type of 1890 are known on Chainbreakers, usually struck with 

cancellers of pre-revolutionary manufacture. In some cases, cancellations with Ukrainised spelling are met with 

from the Ukrainian SSR (fig.4). In Latvia, besides the old Russian postmarks, a canceller with Latin letters 

manufactured at the end of 1918 was used in Riga (fig.S). Similar marks, apparently re-engraved old Russian 

cancellers, are known from some towns, such as Stahmereene (Stomenee, fig.8), and some home-made double

circle (e.g. Leisk) or primitive straight-line cancellations in Russian or Latvian are known67• A home-made 

postmark in the Latin alphabet also exists from Anik§ciai (Onikshty), Lithuania (fig.12). 

Of course, there are many CTO as well as bogus, forged or faked postmarks on Chainbreaker stamps. Such a 

doubtful cancellation from Moloskovitsy, Petrograd gubemiya is shsown in fig.13. It is known that the 

Moloskovitsy datestamp that had been used for CTO postmarking OKCA-stamp of the Northwestern Army was 

taken by retreating troops of this army to Estonia, where it ended up in private hands. This postmark is not 

included in the above table, though it is quite possible that Chainbreaker stamps were postally used at 

Moloskovitsy before the attack of the Northwestern Army in October 1919. 

Used too late and used too early 

As mentioned, the Chainbreaker stamps were withdrawn from use at the beginning of April 1921. Only a single 

case of genuine use of these stamps is known after that date. A postcard from Aleksandrov, Vladimir guberniya 

franked with a single 70k stamp and postmarked on 31 March 1923 was in the collection of Kurt Adler'. Since 

the rate for an ordinary inland postcard at the time was 75k (1923 currency), this is an example of a local 

conventional revaluation of the stamp9
• Another Chainbreaker stamp also used in Vladimir gub. in 1923 was 

reported by P. Mazur, but without further details. 

However, the other case of a very late use of a Chainbreaker stamps mentioned by Mazur, namely in Merke, 

Syr-Darya oblast in Turkestan in 1922, is in my opinion a bogus or faked cancellation, probably made with the 

same canceller that was also used for postmarking stamps of the equally bogus issue of 'Russian Turlcestan'. 

The matter of cases of Chainbreaker stamps being used too early, i.e. before November 1918, is considerably 

more complex to deal with. Quite a lot of loose stamps or even multiples with such early postmarks have been 
reported up to the present, the earliest of them dated 31 december 1917 (!) in Moscow. Some other examples 

are: Moscow 25 February 1918; Losinoostrovskaya, Moscow gub. February 1918; Vyazma, Smolensk gub. 4 

March 1918; Petrograd 69th sub-office 3 July 1918; etc. Such a diversity of pre-dated postmarks probably led to 
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Rgun 8. Parcel card from Stomer1.ee, Latvia (7-4-1919) to Riga (11-4-1919). 'lhe total rate of 3. 75R is met 

with 5 x 70k Chainbreakos, plus JOk and 15k Arms stamps. Locally manufactured postmark with inscription in 

Latin alphabet. (Coll. R. Taylor) 
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Figure 9. Reverse of money letter from Kiev (6-7-1919) to Odessa (25-7-1919). Frankd with 35k and 70k 

Chainbreakers and a 3.S0R Anns stamp with Kiev II Trident, overfranked by Sk. (Coll. R. Taylor) 
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a statement in earlier editions of the SG catalogue that the Chainbreaker stamps had been • •• released in 

Petrograd in March .. • but • •. not issued generally until 25 October•. However, this statement has been dropped 

from the later editions of this catalogue. 

Recently a whole theory pretending to explain the alleged premature release of Chainbreaker stamps was put 

forward by V. Kharitonov10
• It can be summarised as follows. 

Although a lSk stamp had been approved by People's Commissar Glebov-Avilov, the printing of other face 

values, i.e. 3Sk and 70k, was ordered in connection with the envisaged alteration of postal rates. The printed 

stamps were released in small quantities without a special order by the People's Commissar, but they were later 

withdrawn because of some disparities in the design (e.g. the inscription 'Rossiya' instead of 'R.S.F.S.R.', 

which name had been officially adopted in January 1918; use of the old orthography in the word 'Russia' : 

POCCISI instead of POCCl-UI). Later, to legalise these stamps, they were retroactively approved· by People's 

Commissar Podbelski. Before the first anniversary of the October Revolution the idea had come to the officials 

to commemorate this date by a stamp issue, and the stocks of Chainbreaker stamps were recalled and put into 

use. 

Certainly, there is some logic to this hypothesis, especially if the rather chaotic conditions of that time are taken 

into account. The large number of stamps that were printed also seems strange. If we assume that printing of the 

stamps started just after their approval by the People's Commissar (at the end of May 1918) and ceased when 

new postal rates were introduced (mid-September), a total of three and a half months seems too short for four 

printings of the 3Sk stamp and two printings of the 70k stamp (unless printing from the different plates occurred 

simultaneously). However, to confirm the theory of a premature release of Chainbreaker stamps, jut a single 

genuine cover with appropriately dated despatch and receiver marks should be found. As far as I know, no such 

cover has been found up to now. 

Eric Peel11 reported a cover front in bis possession franked with both imperforate (!) stamps - 3Sk and 70k -

cancelled Losinoostrovslcaya, Moscow gub. on 12 February 1918. The franking itself corresponds to the 

registered letter rate which was introduced over two weeks later. Of this front, Mr.Peel says: 'My cover front is 

locally addressed and not registered. It does not therefore pretend to be a 1.0SR registered letter. It is a mere 

philatelic production showing the two imperfs (or rather 3Sk imperf and a 70k fantail with perfs removed). The 

date is clearly 12-2-1918 and therefore in error - probably for 12-2-1919, although 12-12-1918 and 2-12-1918 

are also possibilities. Errors of this nature are all too numerous'. This item can therefore be dismissed as a 

genuine early usage of the stamps with 99% certainty. 

As for the loose copies with pre-dated postmarks, some are without doubt forged cancellations (e.g. Odessa 21-

9-1918, Libava-Vokzal 25-5-1919), some others may be CTO with an arbitrary date, some are possibly the 

result of an mistake in the date of the postmark (e.g. 17 instead of 18 or 18 instead of 19 for the year). Finally, 

it cannot be completely ruled out that a few postmarks (e.g. Petrograd 1-6-1918 and 3-8-1918) are genuine in all 

respects if, of course, the abovementioned hypothesis is correct. 

Overprints and surcharges 
Because of the enormous number of printed Chainbreaker stamps not conforming to actual postal needs, a great 

number of these stamps remained idle in postal stocks. Those stocks were later used by overprinting the stamps 

for various purposes. All these issues merit special research by themselves, so the following is merely a brief 

review. 

Twice, in 1922 and 1932/1933, remainders of Chainbreaker stamps were utilised for creating special stamps for 

paying the obligatory fee imposed on sendings containing stamps for philatelic exchange by private persons. 

Such stamps were stuck on the back of the cover containing the exchanged stamps at special state control points, 

and cancelled there with special rubber cachets. 
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Figure 10. Registered letter from Monastyre, RytJVJn gub. (18-3-1920) to Moscow, re-directed to nkhaya Gora. 

The cu"ent rate of 4R is franked with 4 x 70k Chainbreakers, 4 ~ 50k and 4 x 10k Anns stamps. (Coll. A. 
Speeckaert) 
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Figure 11. Registered letter from Moscow (30-11-1920) to Besenchuk, Samara gub. (7-12-1920, ms. date). 3 x 

35k Chainbreakers supplement 3 x 3k Anns stamps revalued to 3 x 3R, making 10.05R in all, overfranked by 5k. 
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The first of these issues consists of 2 stamps surcharged 2S0R/3Sk and SOOR/70k. The whole overprint in red is 

in four lines: PCcI>CP /11,Kiff AJ5MEH/(face value) which stands for 'RSFSR/C(entral)C(ommittee of)F(amine) 

R(elief)/EXCHANGE. 

The second issue consists of 10 stamps with face values of Sk to lOR, the 70k stamp being surcharged Sk, 10k, 

15k and 25k, the 35k stamp surcharged S0k, lR, 3R and SR, and both stamps being used for the l0R surcharge. 

The black or red overprint here contains S lines: C.cI>.A./KOHTPOJI b/3Af PAHHqHQfOI05MEHA/(face 

value), or S(oviet) Ph(ilatelic) A(ssociation)/Control/of Foreign/Exchange. 

None of these items are postage stamps and they are not included in the SG catalogue, although they are listed in 

the Michel catalogue in a special section under la,lb (Russia) and Vla-Vlf (USSR). 

In 1924 both the 35k and the 70k stamp were used for the creation of postage due stamps by overprinting them 

in three lines ZIOTIJIA TA /(value)/3OJIOTOM, i.e. Postage Due/(value)/ln Gold (currency), SG D401-409. The 

70k stamp was only surcharged 12 gold kopecks, all other surcharges (1, 3, 5, 8(unissued), 10, 14, 32 and 40 

gold kopecks) were made on the 35k stamp. There were two printings, the first in carmine and the second in 

vermillion-red (without the 8k value). This was not a state issue, but made at the Moscow main post office and 

used only there and at the Petrograd main post office, were they were stuck on insufficiently franked sendings. 

They were invalid from 30 April 1925 onwards. 

The only true postal issue made by the Central Postal Administration with the help of the Chainbreaker stamps 

was the Famine Relief charity set released in February 1922 (SG 244-249). The 35k and 70k stamps were 

surcharged 2S0R + 2S0R and lOOR + lOOR, respectively, the first half of this being the postal face value and 

the second half the charity surcharge. The upper two lines of this three-line overprint were P .C .cl> .C .P ./ 

fOJIOZIAIO~HM, i.e. RSFSR/For the Starving. However, this issue was not prepared without some thought for 

collectors, since each stamp was overprinted in three different colours - black, red and orange-yellow for the 35k 

and blue, black and red for the 70k (the colours are indicated in order of increasing scarcity) - making the whole 

set consist of 6 rather than 2 stamps. 

During the Civil War stocks of Chainbreaker stamps in local post offices could have falle_n into the hands of 

White or nationalist forces occupying an area. However, there are no known cases of postal use of these stamps 

under those circumstances, overprinted or not. The only exception may be Ukraine, where Chainbreakers exist 

with Trident overprints: Kiev I (SG type 1) and Podolia la (SG type 15). The first is clearly of philatelic origin, 

possibly made during the Soviet period. They are not known genuinely used, although these stamps might find 

themselves on covers that have gone through the post. 

The matter with the Podolia overprints is more complex. There is one version, put fotward by the late Capt. S. 

Shramchenko12
, that the stocks of Chainbreaker stamps were overprinted at Zhmerinka during the summer of 

1919 after this town was retaken by the Ukrainian nationalist forces. He even reported the number of stamps 

overprinted, namely 62500 for the 35k and 40000 for the 70k (although the first is now much scarcer than the 

second) and points out that the stamps were allegedly in postal use for a month. However, again no genuinely 

used copies of those stamps are known to collectors. True, I happened to see a cover bearing a block of 4 70k 

stamps postmarked Zhmerinka, but there were no backstamps confirming that the cover had gone through the 

post, and the franking does not correspond to any postal rate of that period. 

Finally, the 70k stamp exists with an overprint of the 'Vremennaya Zemskaya Vlast Pribaikaliya' (Provisional 

Rural Authority of the Near-Baikal, a short-lived power established in Irkutsk after the fall of Kolchak). This 

overprint is usually considered to be bogus, but the stamps may nevertheless have been prepared for issue, but 

not released. In any way, they were never postally used. 
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Figure 12. Latin postmark of AnykJciai, Lithuania Figure 13. CTO postmark of Moloskovitsy, Petrograd gub. 
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Rates for parcels and money orders, 1917-1923 

D. Kuznetsov1 

Translator's introduction 

In BJRP 66, 1989, I summarised the postal rates for parcels during the existence of parcel cards in Imperial Russia 

: 1904-1917. At the time I was not aware of an exhaustive study by D.Kuznetsov of the rates for parcels and money 

orders during the period of hyperinflation that followed 1917. Mr. Kuznetsov's article picked up the trail where I 

had abandoned it: late 1917. Together with the article in BJRP 66, this article covers the rates for parcels during 

1904-1923, and only the rates for money orders before 1917 still await publication in the BJRP to complete the 

overview of these two categories of mail in the period prior to the formation of the USSR. 

Charges for money orders up to 1-11-1919 

15-8-1917 / 27-2-1918 
Up to 25.00 

25.00-100.00 

every addit. 100.00 

0.15 

o.so 
o.so 

Additional charges for telegraphic transmission: 

Up to 500.00 3.00 

over 500.00 4.00 

Additional charges for home delivery (dostavka) : 0.20 for amounts up to 500.00 

28-2-1918 / 14-9-1918 
1h % of the transmitted sum, 

with a minimum of 0.25 

Additional charges for telegraphic transmission: 

12.00 

Additional charges for home delivery : 0.1 % with a minimum of 0.25 

15-9-1918 / 31-10-1919 
Up to 25.00 

25.00-100.00 

0.25 

o.so 
every addit. 100.00 0.S0 

Additional charges for telegraphic transmission: 

12.00 

Additional charges for home delivery : 0.25 up to 100.00, 0.S0 for 100.00-200.00, 0. 7S for 200.00-

300.00 and 1.00 for amounts over 300.00 

Charges for parcels : zones vs. distance 

During 1904-1917, charges for parcels did not depend on the exact distance the parcel had to travel. The Russian 

Empire was divided into three zones, which by 1917 were defined as: 

ZONE 1 : European Russia 

ZONE 2 : Western Siberia, Central Asia and Transcaucasia 

ZONE 3 : Eastern Siberia 

For parcels up to a certain weight (12fant in 1917), there was a fixed charge for parcels within each zone, parcels 

to an adjacent zone, or parcels from Zone 1 to Zone 3 or vice versa. For parcels over 12 funt in weight, the 

additional charges were dependent on the distance travelled. During 1917-1918, there were restless attempts to 

optimise this system, of which the details are given below. 

In 1919, this 'mixed' charge system was finally replaced by a system in which the charge for every fant varied 

according to distance, and this system stayed in force up to 1924. From 1-11-1919 onwards, the charges are given 

in Table 1. 

1 The following is a reworked translation of most of D.Kumetsov's article 'Postal rates in 1917-1923 
(for the transmission of money and parcels)', originally published in Sovetskii Kollektsioner 19, 1981, p.3-
11. We are grateful for permission to publish this translation, originally granted by VOF. Responsibility for 
this translation rests with Ivo Steyn. 
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Charges for parcels up to 1-11-1919 

15-8-1917 I 27-2-1918 
Up to 12font: For every additionalfont: 

Within Zone 1 

Within Zone 2 

Within Zone 3 

To adjacent Zone 

Across Zones 

2.00 

3.00 

4.00 

4.00 

6.00 

Up to 1000 v. 0.10 

1000-2000 v. 0.20 

2000-3000 v. 0.25 

3000-4000 v. 0.30 

over 4000 v. 0.35 

Insurance charges: 

Up to 10.00 

10.00 - 100.00 

every addit. 100.00 

28-2-1918 / 31-7-1918 
Charge per font: 

0.lS 

0.30 

0.30 

Up to SOO v. 

S00-1000 v. 

1000-2000 V. 

2000-3000 v. 

0.30 (also for parcels within a guberniya) 

o.so 
0.70 

0.90 

etc. 

Minimum charge : charge for 7 font. 
Insurance charges: 

1 % of insured amount, with a minimum charge of 0. 70. 

1-8-1918 / 14-9-1918 
Up to 12font: For every additionalfont: 

Within Zone 1 3.50 Up to SOO v. 

Within Zone 2 4.00 500-1000 v. 

Within Zone 3 5.00 1000-20QO v. 

To adjacent Zone 5.00 2000-3000 v. 

Across Zones 6.00 etc. 

Insurance charges: 

1 % of insured amount, with a minimum charge of 0. 70. 

15-9-1918 / 31-10-1919 
Weight charges as before 

Insurance charges: 

Up to 25.00 0.25 

25.00 - 100.00 0.50 

every addit. 100.00 0.50 

Reloading charges 

0.30 

0.50 
0.70 

0.90 

During 1923, if a parcel was to be transported part of the way by rail and part of the way by cart, reloading 

(peregrut.ka) charges were also imposed. If the journey was by cart initially, then by rail and finally by cart again, 
these additional charges were doubled. Reloading charges were: 

1-1-1923 3.00 10-6-1923 10.00 

10-3-1923 3.00 5-7-1923 lS.00 

1-5-1923 5.00 20-8-1923 0.10 (GOLD) 

20-5-1923 1.50 
All amounts but the last being in 1923 roubles. 
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Address card for a parcel weighing just over 35 funt, from Vladivostok to Bira in the Amur province. Sent on 25-1-

1919, but this White-held territory was still using the postal rates set down in February 1918, as it had not been 

notified of subsequent rate changes. With a distance of 1000-2000 verst to travel the weight charge came to 36 x 

0. 70 = 25. 20. Insurance was 1 % of (,()() roubles, with a further 20 kopecks for sealing wax bringing the total to 

31.40. 1here are no stamps,just a manuscript note on the right that 31.40 has been paid in cash. 

On reaching Bira, it was found that the addressee had moved to Petropavlovsk in Alanolinsk oblast. 1he adressee 

had to pay the weight-charges for the last part of the journey, and this appears to have been calculated as 36 x 

1.20 = 43.20, which appears to be incorrect. This amount i§_franked with stamps on the reverse, all cancelled in 

Petropavlovsk. 
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Address card for a parcel from 1yumen to Petrograd. 1he parcel was sent on 27-12-1920 and received on 31-1-

1921. Weighing 26 funt, the charges came to 26 x 8 = 234 roubles, and this amount has been franked on the 

reverse, mostly with 7R stamps. 
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TABLE 1: Weight and insurance charges for parcels, and charges for money orders, 1919-1923 

E] 1-11 10-3 15-8 1-2 15-4 1-10 1-11 1-12 1-1 10-3 1-S 20-S 10-6 S-1 20-8 

1919 1920 1921 1922 1922 1922 1922 1922 1923 1923 1923 1923 1923 1923 1923 

<SOO I.SO 3.00 s 6000 25000 4R SR IS R 0.60 0.70 1.10 1.70 2.20 3.30 0.04 

500+ 2.00 S.00 E T 9000 40000 7R 14 R 18 R 0.72 1.10 1.70 2.60 3.40 S.10 0.06 

1000+ 2.50 7.00 E A 12000 60000 10 R 20 R 24 R 0.96 1.80 2.70 4.10 5.40 8.10 . 0.10 

2000+ 3.00 9.00 B 15000 12 R 24 R 30 R 1.20 2.40 3.60 S.40 7.20 10.80 ' 0.13 

3000+ 3.S0 11.00 L 18000 75000 14 R 28 R 3S R 1.40 2.80 4.20 6.30 8.40 12.60 0.15 
' 

4000+ 4.00 13.00 E 21000 40R 1.60 3.20 4.80 7.20 9.60 14.40 0.17 

5000+ 4.50 IS.00 24000 3.60 5.40 8.10 10.80 16.20 I 0.19 

6000+ 5.00 17.00 2 27000 4.00 6.00 9.00 12.00 18.00 0.21 

MIN. - - - - 25000 25 R SOR ISO R 6.00 6.00 9.00 13.S0 18.00 27.00 

INS. 1% 2% 2% 2%11% 2%11% 2%11% 2%J1% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 2% 

CEI. - - - lSMLN lSMLN lSOOR 1500 R - - - - - - - -
MIN. 3 R. l0R. lOOR. 3000 25 R SOR lOOR 2.50 3.7S S.00 1.50 10.00 15.00 0.20 

RATE 1% 2% 2% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 

MIN. 3 R. 10 R. lOOR. 22500 50000 20R 40R 80 R 2.00 3.00 4.00 6.00 8.00 12.00 0.15 

TELE. 8 R. 60R. 15000 187500 1250000 250R SOOR lOOOR 25.00 37.S0 40.00 60.00 80.00 120.00 1.00 

' 
CUR. 1922 1922 1922 1923 1923 1923 1923 1923 1923 GOLD 
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Notes 

The dates shown are the dates on which the rate took effect. Amounts are per funt. The charges per funt depend on 
the distance to the destinations. The first row is for distances less than SOO verst, the second for SOO-lOOOv., the 

third for 1000-2000v., etc. If there is a minimum weight-charge, this is given in the final row of the top section. 
The middle section relates to charges for (parcel) insurance, if any. These charges are generally a percentage of the 
insured amount. If two percentages are given, the first applies to amounts below a certain ceiling (given in the next 
row), the second percentage applies to amounts over and above that ceiling. If there is a minimum insurance 
charge, this is given in the third row of this section. 

The third section relates to money orders. Rate, minimum charge and extra charge for telegraphic notification (if 
any) are given. From 1-S-1923 on, the telegraph charges shown refer to money orders for amounts below a certain 
ceiling, for higher amounts telegraph charges were 25% higher. 

Finally, the last row indicates in which currency the amounts are (1922 roubles, 1923 roubles, Gold currency). 
A blank cell indicates the Kumetsov article did not give information on that point. 

The weight charges of August 1921 

In this period the charge per funt also varied according to the distance travelled, but that charge increased for every 
100 verts travelled, not every 1000 versts. This led to a very detailed schedule of charges, given below in Table 2. 
(all amounts in roubles) 

verst R. verst D R. R. -·· 
300 44S 1400 141S 2500 21SS ssoo 3SSS 
400 sso lSOO 148S 2600 2220 6000 3770 
SOO 66S 1600 lSSS 2700 228S 6SOO 398S 
600 77S 1700 1620 2800 23S0 7000 419S 
700 SSS 1800 1690 2900 241S 7SOO 440S 
800 9SS 1900 1760 3000 2480 8000 4615 
900 1035 2000 1830 3SOO 2695 SSOO 4825 

1000 lllS 2100 189S 4000 2910 9000 S03S 
1100 119S 2200 1960 4SOO 319S 9SOO S24S 
1200 1270 2300 2025 SOOO 3340 10000 S4SS 
1300 137S 2400 2090 

Conversion factors from 20 August 1923 onwards 

Rates during this final period were set in Gold currency, which was converted to paper 1923 roubles at an 
exchange rate which was changed regularly, at first every two weeks, and finally every day. 
One Gold Rouble expressed in 1923 paper roubles: 

20 August 130 R. 

1 September 

IS September 
1 October 

200R. 

330R. 
400R. 

and thereafter the exchange rate was set daily. A table of these daily exchange rates for October and November can 

be found on p.S0, BJRP 60 (taken from Karlinskii's article in Sovetskii Kollektsioner 9, 1971). Incidentally, it 
should be remembered that the 1923 rouble was equal to 1.000.000 old paper roubles. 

The postal rates of 1-2-1922 were also set in Gold currency and converted to rates in paper roubles. During 
February and March 1922, 1 Gold kopeck was taken as equal to lSOO old paper roubles, which will allow the 

reader to judge the progress of inflation over 1922-1923. 
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Address card for a parcel from Barybino, Moscow province, to Yamburg, Petrograd province. Weighing 24 funt, 
the parcel cost 24 x 855R = 20. 6(X)R to send, as the travelled distance was between 700 and 800 verst. Note the 
neat notation in the top right corner, made by the clerk calculating the charges. 11,e charges were not franked, but 
paid in cash. 1he parcel was sent to :•J65th detached batallion of the VeCheKa anny, guarding the Estonian
Latvian border of the (Russian) republic•. Sent on 1-11-1921, it arrived on 7-11-1921. 
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Current events in the F.S.U. 

Ivo Steyn 

Beware of the postmark 
Let me start this instalment of CEFSU with a warning. As soon as it was realised that the sale of stamps used on 

cover could generate as much or more money as the sale of the stamps themselves, forged covers started appearing. 
This is as true today as it was true 100 years ago. Thus, forged covers - by which I mean covers which did not go 

through the post - exist of many post-Soviet stamp issues. 

If the recent experiences of a Dutch journalist in Moscow are anything to go by, old Soviet postmarks - complete 

with date plugs! - are sold or have been sold on the major stamp markets in the FSU. These postmarks have been 
used to fabricate many covers for philatelists. Other postmarks simple appear on cover too often for comfort, and if 

the postmark wasn't actually stolen and sold to a forger, then the postmark is certainly easily available to the 

forgers for the fabrication of covers. 

It is difficult to distinguish between these two cases without actually visiting the post offices and finding out if a 

certain suspicious postmark is still on the premises. However, I would urge the readers to exercise caution when 

encountering any of the following postmarks on cover, as my experiences indicate such covers are almost 

invariably fabricated: 

CHERNOBYL(!!!) 

LVOV S3 
ROVNO3 

ROVNO6 

serial a 

serial b 

serial b 

serial b 

ROVNO 13 serial b 

ROVNO22 serial b 

SOIMY, ZAKARP. serial a 

No doubt other dodgy postmarks exist, and if anyone can add to this list then please let me know. 

Georgia ioins the crowd 

After a long delay, Georgia bas now joined the mob of post-Soviet republics clamouring for your new-issue 

expenditures. However, there is a rather nice twist in the Georgian tale. 

In the April 1992 issue of Filateliya no-longer-SSSR, a provisional new issue programme for 1992 was listed. As 

the USSR bad ceased to exist a few months earlier, this new issue programme appeared to consist of planned USSR 

issues with each stamp in a set hurriedly reassigned to one of the new republics. In this way, th~ CIS Omnibus 

issues, mentioned in BJRP 73(p.44), came about. 

The interesting thing was that several of the stamps in this planned programme were to be reassigned to Georgia. 

Two stamps for Kazakstan and Kyrgyzstan showing paintings were to be joined by a Georgian stamp showing a 

painting by B.Gudiasbvili. Belorussian and Russian stamps showing religious treasures were to have a Georgian 

companion showing an ikon of the apostle Simon. Three stamps with archeological treasures (Kazakstan, 

Turkmenistan and Tadzhikistan) were to have a Georgian sibling as well. However, none of these Georgian stamps 

actually appeared during 1992. In late 1993 they nevertheless filtered out onto the market, initially at high prices. 

By now, however, the set of four (with a S0k stamp showing the Georgian flag in addition to the three stamps 

mentioned above) can be had for a few pounds. 

It is now clear why the stamps were never released in Georgia itself. The country's name is given in the Georgian 

(the Georgian name Sakartvelo, that is) and Latin alphabets on all stamps. However, the Latin alphabet version is 

a transcription of the Russian name for the country : 'Gruzija'. No wonder the Georgians didn't like these stamps 

at all! The four stamps clearly fall in the category of 'prepared for use but not issued'. 

After the non-issue of these stamps, Georgians had other things on their mind, and the first truly Georgian stamps 

did not appear until late last year. Thus far, three stamps celebrating the renewed independence (plus a miniature 

sheet) and a set of 7 stamps showing churches have appeared, all very handsome stamps. I can't confirm postal use 

of these stamps at present, as covers from Georgia are rarely seen. 
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A smorgasbord of Georgian stamp issues. Top: the miniature sheet, below: the four unissued stamps and a stamp 

from the recent Churches set. It would have been very nice to say something about Georgian covers, so any reader 

able to shed light on Georgian mail is urged, nay, implored to let me know. 
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Some suggestions for specialisation 

The field of post-Soviet philately is rapidly getting ridiculously huge. I've spent an amusing hour or two trying to 
divide the field into some categories. Of course, this categorisation is by no means the only possible choice, and is 

not meant as the final word of the subject. However, it may give you an idea of the wealth of specialisations that 

post-Soviet philately offers: 

A. Postage Stamps 
1. Continued use of USSR stamps at face value 

2. Continued use of USSR stamps, invisibly revalued 

3. Provisional stamps - national issues 

4. Provisional stamps - local issues 

S. Improvised stamps and stamp substitutes (paper slips, etc.) 

6. Definitive stamps 

7. Commemorative stamps 

B. Postal Stationery 
1. Continued use of USSR items at face value 

2. Continued use of USSR items, invisibly revalued 
3. Indigenous issues 
4. Indigenous issues, invisibly revalued 

S. Overprinted USSR and indigenous items 

- uprated 

- revalued 

Further subdivided into meters, other machine-applied marks, handstamps, ms. marks 

C, Postal markings 
1. Datestamps and cancellations 

- Continued use of USSR models 

- Altered USSR models (usually with bits cut out) 

- New nationalised models 

- Improvised, mute markings, etc. 

- Commemorative cachets and postmarks 

2. Rate/Price marks 

- •Taxe Pe~ue• marks, value filled in by hand 

- •Paid• marks, value filled in by hand 

- Innumerate marks c•Paid according to rate-, etc.) 

3. Other postal markings 

- •official•, •service•, •Government•, etc. 

- Registration markings 

- Postage Due markings 

D. Forgeries, etc. 
1. Bogus issues (usually produced abroad) 

2. Non- and semi-official issues, locally produced 

3. Stamps prepared for use but not issued 

4. Forgeries 

All this is of course in addition to the various postal history aspects of post-Soviet developments. And, as will be 

clear, some categories are uncomfortably close ... 
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Ukrainian news 

The Ukrainian economy is currently in a state of almost total collapse. The Ukrainian meant-to-be-transitional 

currency, the Karbovanets, originally introduced in late 1992 as a par replacement for the rouble, has since 

plummeted relative to the rouble, which isn't exactly a picture of monetary health itself. Early this year, the 

karbovanets was trading at 40,000 to the $, with the rouble at about 1700 to the $ ... 

Ukrainian postal rates, expressed in karbovanets since the introduction of that currency, have therefore been rising 

steadily and rapidly since independence started. The inland letter rate, set at O.SO in January 1992, doubled to 1.00 

later that year, then tripled to 3.00, tripled again to 9.00 and again to 27.00 to reach 100 Krb. at the end of 1993. 

Finally somebody said 'Enough!', and, for mail abroad, postal rates in Ukraine have been expressed in dollars and 

cents since December 6th of 1993, with these stable amounts converted to karbovanets at daily exchange rates'. 

For example, a surface letter abroad costs $0.1S to send. The exchange rate (when this system came into operation) 

was 1$ = Krb.12610, so a Ukrainian mailing a letter had to fork over 1891,S0 karbovanets. The more sane postal 

officials rounded this to Krb.1890 or Krb.1900, but several examples where the exact amount was extracted have 

been seen .•• Incidentally, IF ANYONE HAS DETAILED INFORMATION ABOUT THE POSTAL RATES IN 

THE POST-SOVIET REPUBLICS, THEY ARE INVITED TO SEND THIS INFORMATION TO THE EDITOR, 

WHO WOULD LOVE TO PUBLISH IT. For the Baltic states and Ukraine, the picture is fairly clear up to 1994. 

Below: one way of making up the 1890 KRB rate : by stamps (imprinted stamp and uprating mark ignored). 
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1 Aficionados of the 1917-1923 period will have been smiling in delight while reading these Jines. There 
are in fact parallels with the late 1923 period, when Soviet postal rates were set in Gold currency, converted 
to 1923 paper roubles at daily rates. However, note that in Ukraine, the situation is entirely different: there 
are no plans to use the dollar as national currency, so this measure is not the temporary transitional measure 
the 1923 Soviet Gold currency trick was. Then, Gold currency was introduced at the end of 1924 and the 
worthless 1923 paper currency disappeared from circulation in an impressive monetary reform. As far as I 
know, the introduction of a stable Ukrainian griven is not even on the agenda yet. 
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1wo other ways: above, with a boring •Taxe Perfue• mark (from Almaznaya, Voroshilovgrad obl.J. Below: with 

franking machine and cut-outs of same (from Kiev). All three examples addressed to VQru, Estonia. 
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Currency capers 
While we're talking about Ukraine's currency problems, this may be a good time to mention some of the other 
post-Soviet currency reforms. The •rouble zone• appears to be shrinking rapidly, as most of the new republics have 
now introduced their own currency units. 
Estonia Switched from rouble to Estonian Kroon during 1992. The Kroon was introduced at 1 OM = 8 Kroon, 

and this rate seems to be holding steady due to a cautious monetary policy. (1 EKR = 100 senti) 

Latvia First introduced the Latvian Rouble (Rublis), which steadily increased in value relative to the rouble. In June 

1993 the rate was 1 LR = 8 roubles. The old national currency, the Lats, was reintroduced in March of 1993 at a 
rate of 200 Rublis = 1 Lats. This would mean the Lats equals about 1600 Russian roubles, so its value must be 
about 90p. I am not aware of an officially maintained exchange rate with a Western currency, as for the Kroon. (1 

Lats = 100 santimu) 
Lithuania Another monetary two-step. First, on 1-10-1992, came a transitional currency, the Talonas, originally 
introduced as equal/replacement for the rouble. Lithuania went through a period of high inflation, and stamps 

originally issued in roubles quickly became useless. Therefore previously issued stamps were revalued (without 
overprint) at 1:100 from 19-4-1993 onwards (note: this measure only held for stamps in kopecks. The few stamps 
with face values of 1 rouble and up were used at face). From 25-6-1993 onwards, the Lithuanian Litas replaced the 
Talonas at a rate of 100 Talonas = 1 Litas. The Litas appears to be stabilising. The introduction of the Litas was 

followed by another revaluation without overprinting. From 1-10-1993 onwards, old stamps with a face value of 
100 kopecks and up were to be used as stamps in centu, after division by 100. So the old 100 kopecks definitive 
was to be used as a 1 centu (=0,01 Litas) stamp! (1 Litas = 100 centu) 

Belarus Issued the Belarusin Rouble as parallel currency. 1 BR = 10 roubles. No further information known to 
me, although there is now talk of a monetary union with Russia which would entail re-introduction of the rouble. 

flkraine Already mentioned. Substitute banknotes (Kupons) expressed in karbovanets not yet replaced by a stable 
currency. The Karbovanets is one of the few currencies in the world which is actually losing its value relative to 
the rouble ••• (1 Krb. = 100 kop.) 

Moldavia Here, too, substitute rouble banknotes (Kupons) were introduced, which started losing their value rapidly. 
On 29-11-1993 a Moldavian currency was introduced, with Kupons invalid from 2-12-1993 onwards(!). The 

Moldavian Leu (plural Lei) equalled 1000 roubles. Little is known about its stability, although an exchange rate of 
4 Lei to the$ has been reported for February 1994. (1 Leu = 100 bani) 

Transnistria Moldavia's breakaway republic is still using roubles, as far as I know, as they have refused to accept 
the Moldavian switch to Lei. Rouble banknotes have been given a sticker (showing general Suvorovl) to distinguish 
them from a potential flood of rouble notes from Moldavia. 

Avirbayflln Introduced the Manat in August 1992, at 1 Manat = 10 roubles. No further information. 

Annenia No information available. 

Georgia No information available. 

KOVJkstan On 15-11-1993 Kazakstan switched to a Tenge, with 1 Tenge = 100 roubles. Stamps previously issued 
in roubles are now to be used as stamps in tiyn (1 tiyn = 0.01 Tenge), which is not a revaluation. At the time of 

issue 12 Tenge equalled 1$, but I am not aware of any official exchange rate policy. (1 Tenge = 100 tiyn) 

Tadzhikistan Still using roubles, as far as I know. 

Turkmenistan Still using roubles, as far as I know. 
Kyrgyzstan Introduced the Som on 18-5-1993, at 200 roubles = 1 Som. Previously issued stamps are to be used at 
this exchange rate, so the overprints of 10, 20 and 30 roubles of 6-4-1993 become stamps of 0.05, 0.10 and 0.15 
Som. Stamps in the new currency have now appeared. (1 Som = 100 tiyn) 

Uzbekistan No information available. 
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Reviews 

ROSS/CA Issue 122 for April 1994. 

Journal of the Rossica Society of Russian Philately. 100 pages, softbound. Subscription (2 issues) $20. 

Inquiries to: Gary A. Combs, 8241 Chalet Ct., Millersville, MD 21108, USA. 

A very big issue from across the pond this time, and there's a lot of good stuff in there. George Shaw continues 

his series of articles about the 1992 "Voice of America" correspondence with a look at mail from the 

autonomous republics and regions, with the usual array of wonderful covers illustrated. Two longer articles are 

by Alexander Epstein (mail between Russia and the Baltic area during the 1917-1921 period, very interesting 

indeed) and John Barefoot (Russian tobacco revenue labels). Surrounding these longer articles are a LOT of 

smaller articles, all well worth reading. Former editor Dave Skipton fires three articles at the reader, on weird 

WWl field post envelopes, what to do when a postcard with an address correction is simply dumped in the 

mailbox, and the battle between censor and inmate (with marvelous examples of very obvious code in messages 

on postcards to prison inmates). Messrs. Robinson and Weinert take a look at chilly Aleksandrovskoe (De 

Kastri), an outpost on the Pacific coast of Siberia. George Miskin (who has obviously opened a "registered mail" 
article offensive, bravo!) looks at some aspects of registered mail and registration labels, including a table of 
places from which the primitive 1899 labels have thus far been recorded. George Werbi7.lcy looks at free-frank 
mail of Imperial Russia, a neglected subject for postal historians. And there is much, much more. I was 
fascinated by an article on the Japanese field post to and from Nikolaevsk-na-Amure during the Civil War (by 

Edward Rasmussen). In fact, if you collect postal history of any kind, you'll find something wonderful to read in 
this issue of Rossica. 

If that sounds like a complaint that there are too few articles on Just Plain Stamps in this issue, I know very well 

that an editor can only publish what he's got. Even so, if you've wondered why the BJRP contains so few 

articles on stamps, I can assure you this discrepancy is world-wide ••• 

Excellent issue, one of the finest yet. 

POCHTA Issue 1S for January 1994. 

Journal of the Australia & New Zealand Society of Russian Philately. S2 pages, softbound. Subscription 

(2 issues) NZ$3S (surface), NZ$47 (airmail). All inquiries to : Terry Archer, 313 Mahurangi East 

Road, Snells Beach, Warkworth, New Zealand. 

The one thing I really HA TE about reviewing Pochta is that there are always so many articles in every issue, 

and that it's really hard to do them all justice in a review. In this issue, the longer articles are on registration 

machines (Harry von Hofmann and Alexander Epstein, most interesting) and "Black Chambers" (secret (and 

illegal) government censorship offices operating alongside or in major post offices in Imperial Russia, a very 

interesting overview by Norman Banfield), but the shorter articles are all well worth reading, and cover a lot of 

territory. Overprinted postcard, Romanovs used on German field post, railway postmarks, letters to the NKVD, 
aviation cinderella stamps, a receipt for the sale of a piano(!), revenue stamped paper, 1914 War charity labels, 

and numismatics, is that a lot of territory or what?! 

Good issue, as always. 

YAMSHCHIKITHE POST-RIDER Issue 33 for December 1993. 

Journal of the Canadian Society of Russian Philately. 80 pages, softbound. Subscription (2 issues) 

US$1S. All inquiries to CSRP, P.O.Box .5722 Station' A', Toronto, Ontario, Canada MSW 1P2. 

Another indispensable issue. Robert Taylor takes a long look at postage due mail from 1917 to 1946. A 

wonderful article, in which the sometimes confusing calculations of the amount due are analysed. Taylor's 
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conclusions mirror those of Lev Ratner in a recent Soviet Collector, but this article bas the added lure of the 
staggering array of covers illustrated, with very fine usages of the oval 'Doplatit' marks, rare usages of the 
Cbainbreakers overprinted as postage due stamps (1924-1925) and the later postage due stamps (1925-1926), and 
an astonishing cover with two examples of the lk provisional postage due stamp, the first I've seen. Later covers 
again show many fascinating examples of postage due, including mail sent 'poste restante' for which a flat fee of 
Sk was due from the addressee. A wonderful article; I drooled all over the page. 
But there's more. Alex Artuchov continues the zemstvo magnum opus, covering Lokhvitsa this time. A folder 
for the Mongolian philatelic exhibition in Ulan-Bataar provides a posthumous homage to Meiso Misubara's 
wonderful collection of Mongolia, that covered all the phases of Mongolian postal history. Mail to North Korea, 
International Reply Coupons, Soviet Armenian and Tuvan covers and lots more round off this issue. First-rate! 

POSTAGE STAMPS OF THE REPUBLICS OF THE FORMER USSR: CATAWGUE (in Russian) 
Edited by V.A. Yakobs. 160 AS pages, softbound. Published by 'Pbilaross', Moscow. Price unknown. 

A very useful little booklet indeed, this, as it collects information about all stamp issues from the post-Soviet 
republics since 1991. There's lots of useful stuff, such as information on numbers issued and date of issue, a 
very useful table of the new Russian definitives and their printing and paper varieties, an overview of the 'CIS 
Omnibus issues', and of course the usual information on all the stamp issues, including prices in roubles. 
The editor of this catalogue has followed a very cautious policy when it came to listing local issues, and many 
local issues (such as those of the Crimea) are mentioned only in passing as unofficial issues. The only local 
issues given full listing are the Kiev Trident issue of Ukraine, the St.Petersburg, Altai region and Altai republic 
issues of Russia, and the Dzezhkazgan local of Kazakstan (and I have my doubts about the latter!). On the other 
band, I see the four unissued stamps of Georgia (see 'Current events') listed as a normal issue, all with an issue 
date of 11-11-1993, and I would need to be convinced the stamps were actually issued in Georgia on that date, 
although I'm willing to believe they hit the Moscow stamp market on that day. 
In all, an excellent catalogue and very useful for us post-Soviet types. More, more! 

THE HISTORY OF THE MOSCOW POST (in Russian) 
M.A. Fedorovich, A.F. Orlova & A.G. Medvetskii. Two volumes of 232 and 168 pages, softbound. 
Published by 'Radio i Svyaz', Moscow. Price unknown. 

This impressive study of the history of postal operations and postal organisation in Moscow offers much to the 
reader who can read Russian. The early history leans heavily on the usual sources such as Kozlovskii and 
Vigilev, but it's a well-written story, with much new and intersting material. Some of the later chapters are a bit 
on the short side. A five page chapter on censorship during WWl with only two marks illustrated (one from 
Petrograd) will have left collectors of censor marks in tears, and very little of real interest to collectors is said in 
the chapter on Moscow during the Civil, War. Some of the prose sounds a bit - dated - but this may be my 
imagination. 
Anyway, this is an excellent study, highly recommended if you're interested in postal organisation and early 
postal history, somewhat less recommended if you collect postmarks or other postal markings. This fine study 
will find its own audience. Only 5000 copies were printed, so don't hesitate too long! 

RUSSIAN RAILWAY POSTMARKS 
A.V. Kiryushkin & P.E. Robinson. 180 A4 pages, softbound. Price £20. Avaliable from P.E. 
Robinson, 2 Rydalhurst Avenue, Sheffield S6 4BG. 

I don't think I will be exaggerating when I say that this is an eagerly-awaited book. News of its impending 
publication filtered out into the philatelic community two years ago, and collectors have been biting their nails 
while the book was being finished. And now it's here. 
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This review might as well start with the bare facts. The book contains descriptions of over 2600 postmarks, with 

2000+ of them illustrated in the usual crisp drawings we've come to expect from the authors. There are some 

massive lists as well: a HUGE list of railway station offices, with information about things like date of opening, 

an equally huge list of railway lines (also with information about date of opening, changes in termini. This list 

will undoubtedly be used for years and years, just as the Luchnik List was), 11 exquisite maps showing stations 

and four large-scale maps which allow the reader to locate a railway line in the vast territory of the Russian 
empire; there's a (pause for fanfare) Valuation guide, and other useful appendices. The local railways around 

St.Petersburg merit a separate chapter, as do Postage Due marks. In short, there's a lot here. 
Readers will know by now that I'm a nasty old curmudgeon who will find fault with every single book I review, 

but here I just give up. This is, quite simply, an immensely useful and mind-numbingly informative book. Those 

who would complain about the virtual absence of railway postal history (as opposed to postmarks) I can simply 

advise to re-read the title of the book. 

A classic, also heartily recommended if you've never even thought about collecting Russian railway marks, as 

it's just one of those books you should have on your shelf just in case. 

Well done, gentlemen. What's next? 

S4 

Due to technical e"or, this issue's instalment of 'Notes from Collectors' can not be published. I 
apologise to the readers for the two empty pages. It's one of those days. 
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